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Earth was created billions of years ago by great Creator Beings of Light through the interface of
Source energy. Earth was created as a physical Christed Planet that continually transmitted
magnificent Source Light in a 12th-dimensional sequence. The Elohim, who were the Creator
Beings, were provided with a specific blueprint called a Christed Matrix. This Matrix was placed
in the center of Earth so that Earth could continually resonate with the Christed energetics of
the Christed Matrix. Earth through the Elemental Community continually created a physical
environment that completely represented Christ Consciousness.
Earth was the most luminous planet in the entire Milky Way Galaxy. Before the creation of
Earth, many planets and star systems had begun to fall in consciousness. They were at war with
one another. There was much destruction
in this sector of the galaxy, and some
planets were destroyed entirely or were no
longer able to sustain any life.
Originally, Earth did not have the physical
form that it has now. It was gaseous in
form but had such magnificent light and
color. It stood out in its position in the
Milky Way Galaxy. All of the planets and
many beings who inhabited the various
planets noticed its beauty. Earth’s
reflection was intoxicating, and soon those
who had strayed from their original state of consciousness began to take in Earth’s light
transmissions. Soon they stopped their warring practices and returned to a state of
peacefulness. They accepted the light transmissions of the Element of Love from Earth. They
continued to receive Earth’s reflections for eons. All was well in the galaxy.
Many beings who were part of the Collective Consciousness of Source observed the magnificent
creation of Earth. They desired to experience this type of environment. They petitioned Source
to provide them with the capability to experience themselves as individual expressions that
could know what it was like to have some semblance of a form.
Source honored their request, and soon Earth began to have inhabitants. A human form was
created for these light beings to experience their individuality. They could know themselves as
a collective consciousness of The All That Is and simultaneously experience their individuality as
creators in form. All was well for eons of time. Earth was able to sustain its Christ Consciousness
for over billion years. This time sequence was known as the Golden Era.
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Soon some humans began to stray from the original Christed Matrix because they wanted to
see if they could create density in form. These humans wanted a faster way to create various
levels of density than those that were provided by Earth’s original blueprint. Many of these
human creations were failures. Some humans destroyed these failed creations, but many were
put aside and left. Soon these creations began to replicate in ways that were also outside of
their original blueprint. These replications caused great havoc in the energetic environment of
Earth.
There was also interference from other planetary beings who came to Earth to take part in its
beautiful environment. Some of them contributed to the fragmentations that had been created
already. Fragmented creations continued for millions of years. Earth’s fall in consciousness did
not happen overnight. Many great beings of Light came from the Creative Realms of Source to
help stop the decline in consciousness that was causing the faulty creations. Many of them had
some success. The decline slowed for a time.
Some of the great Light Beings decided that some of these Christed Light Templates should be
programmed into the massive crystalline creations that humans had created for many different
purposes. They agreed that these huge crystalline structures could hold much of the
knowledge and energetic configurations of the Golden Era. In this way, they could be kept
safely until human creators could recover their original consciousness.
Eventually, when Earth fell beneath the 8th-dimension, the Christed Matrix was removed from
Earth and all humans. It was then that the decline began to escalate. Before the final cataclysm,
many of these valuable Earth Keeper Crystals were transported to various sectors of Earth in
hopes that the information that they contained could be safe.
Some of these valuable Earth Keepers were in transit when the final cataclysm began, and they
were physically destroyed. However, those in a nearby galaxy, known as Andromeda had
benefited from Earth’s Christed transmissions. They had recovered from a great fall in
consciousness and had ascended into a 15th-dimensional sequence. These great beings
interceded and retrieved the Light Templates that were contained in many of these Earth
Keeper Crystals. They have held them in the Etheric Realm for us for over a billion years. The
time came November 11, 2011, when they could be retrieved and used.
The original Christed Matrix returned to Earth on November 11, 2011. This Matrix was not
activated but very present in the center of Earth and in the Sacred Heart consciousness of every
human embodied on Earth. The Christed Matrix would gradually become activated as humans
could awaken from their forgetfulness and begin to integrate some of its soft pulses. In 2016
certain groups of humans gathered at significant times to retrieve some of the Light Templates
that were held in certain time locks. These various time locks were put in place as Earth fell
from the consciousness of the 8th-dimension.
Increments of the 5th-, 6th-, and 7th-dimensional Light Templates have been retrieved in the last
three years. The retrieval of these Light Templates has contributed a great deal to the
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escalation of human consciousness. Many humans are able now to begin to hold the
foundational stages of the 5th-dimensional state of being. Now is a welcome and amazing time
to be embodied. Humanity created in the 3rd-4th-dimensional state of consciousness for
millions of years. The shift has begun, and our creative Light Templates are returning to us.
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